Common models of speciation with gene flow consider constant migration or 2 admixture on secondary contact, but earth's recent climatic history suggests many 3 populations have experienced cycles of isolation and contact over the last million years. 4 How does this process impact the rate of speciation, and how much can we learn about its 5 dynamics by analyzing the genomes of modern populations? Here we develop a simple 6 model of speciation through Bateson-Dobzhansky-Muller incompatibilities in the face of 7 periodic gene flow and validate our model with forward time simulations. We then use 8 empirical atmospheric CO 2 concentration data from the Vostok Ice Cores to simulate 9 cycles of isolation and secondary contact in a tropical montane landscape, and ask whether 10 they can be distinguished from a standard isolation-with-migration model by summary 11 statistics or joint site frequency spectrum-based demographic inference. We find speciation 12 occurs much faster under periodic than constant gene flow with equivalent effective 13 migration rates (N m). These processes can be distinguished through combinations of 14 summary statistics or demographic inference from the site frequency spectrum, but 15 parameter estimates appear to have little resolution beyond the most recent cycle of 16 isolation and migration. Our results suggest speciation with periodic gene flow is a 17 common force in generating species diversity through Pleistocene climate cycles, and 18 highlight the limits of current inference techniques for demographic models mimicking the 19 complexity of earth's recent climatic history.
. A simple model of speciation with periodic gene flow. Parameter values: m=probability an allele represents a migrant in a given generation; α= total time spent in isolation; 1 − α= total time spent exchanging migrants; n=total number of time periods; λ 1 = speciation rate in isolation; λ 2 = speciation rate with gene flow. analytical models. First, we develop a general expectation of average waiting time given 107 two constant speciation rates. Consider a scenario of alternating periods of migration (at a 108 constant rate m>0) and isolation (m = 0) between populations K 1 and K 2 , which we 109 model as n alternating states of equal length τ , characterized by their different expected 110 times to speciation (Figure 1 ). Let the rate of speciation (i.e., the probability of speciation 111 occurring in a given time period τ ) equal the reciprocal of the waiting time to speciation 112 (either T a , meaning the waiting time to speciation in isolation, or T p , meaning the waiting 113 time to speciation with recurrent migration), which we denote λ 1 and λ 2 ,respectively. The 114 mean total expected waiting time to speciation (T t ) is the reciprocal of the weighted sum 115 of the speciation rates under isolation and under migration: 116 T t = n n i=1 τ λ 1 + τ λ 2 (1) To explore the behavior of Equation 1 under different regimes of migration and 117 isolation, we input speciation rates determined by Gavrilets' neutral incompatibilities on a holey adaptive landscape (Dobzhansky, 1936; Gavrilets, 2003) . Full 120 formulae and justification are provided elsewhere (Gavrilets et al., 1998; Gavrilets, 1999, 121 2003); a brief description of the model follows: 122 Consider a panmictic ancestral population of diploid organisms fixed for genotype 123 AABB without recombination and then split into two completely isolated daughter 124 populations, K 1 and K 2 . In K 1 , let A mutate to a and B mutate to b unidirectionally at an 125 equal rate of µ per generation. The combination of alleles a and B result in a single 126 genotype is lethal or otherwise precludes hybrid viability; A and b remain compatible.
127
Speciation is inevitably complete with when the genotype aabb is fixed in the only 128 population with mutation (by drift alone). We define T as the time to speciation, or 129 average waiting period in generations to go from the ancestral state to complete 130 reproductive isolation. In the absence of positive selection or gene flow, i.e., a scenario of 131 allopatric speciation by mutation and drift alone, the average waiting time to speciation 132 will be the time to fixation of two neutral alleles (a and b), which is approximately two 133 times the reciprocal of its mutation rate and unrelated to effective population size (Nei, 134 1976):
We next use Gavrilet's (2003) extension of this model to describe parapatric 136 speciation, i.e., speciation with limited gene flow (0<m<0.5) between two demes. Following 137 subdivision of K 1 and K 2 , a portion m of K 1 each generation is supplied by immigrants 138 from K 2 with ancestral genotype AABB. Again assuming divergence in K 1 is driven only 139 by neutral mutation at a per generation rate of µ for both alleles, and assuming that m is 140 much larger than the mutation rate, the average waiting time to speciation is given by:
Given equal time is spent exchanging migrants as in allopatry, we calculate the
The average waiting time across all time periods is given by its reciprocal:
We now consider speciation with periodic gene flow if n time periods τ are unequal.
145
Let α equal the proportion of time spent in isolation and 1 − α equal the proportion of 146 time exchanging migrants at a constant rate m>0, and let the rate of speciation equal the 147 reciprocal of the expected times to speciation T a and T a , given by λ 1 and λ 2 . The total 148 expected waiting time to speciation is again simply the reciprocal of the weighted sum of 149 the speciation rates:
150
T t = n n i=1 αλ 1 + (1 − α)λ 2 (6) Given Equations 2 and 3, total expected waiting time to speciation can be 151 calculated by:
.
Simulating cyclical speciation 153 We assessed the performance of our simple models using forward-time evolutionary closely approximate the model in Gavrilets (2003) . For all simulations, we set a mutation chromosome had a specific mutation type with no fitness effect. We considered speciation 160 complete when mutations were fixed in both BDMI loci in population K 2 , and did not end 161 the simulation until this occurs; mutations were prevented from occurring on BDMI loci in through entrapped air inclusions, and cover four glacial cycles from 417,160 to 2,342 years 186 before present (Petit et al., 1999) . 187 We simulated a 1x10 7 bp region for two populations of size n = 1x10 5 , using a 188 recombination rate of 1x10 −8 , mutation rate 2.3x10 −9 , and allowing 10 migrants per 189 generation (i.e., m=0.0001) when atmospheric CO 2 fell below 250 ppm ( Figure 2 ). This 199 In total, we ran 100 replicates of each scenario. We compared patterns of genetic variation average waiting time to speciation with period migration approaches its value under strict 240 isolation.
241
Simulating cyclical speciation Interestingly, speciation ocurred more rapidly than theoretical expectations in all models, 249 with median time to speciation ranging from 18.37% to 69.99% of the expected number of 250 generations predicted by Gavrilets (2003). under continuous migration, though distributions were broadly overlapping (p = 0.04978).
262
There was no difference in the distribution of identical-by-state haplotype blocks over 
Demographic inference 265
Periodic migration models had lower AIC in 72.7% of simulations, with a median 266 relative to continuous-migration models of -178.05 suggesting strong support for the 267 periodic model (Figure 7) . In most cases when continuous-migration models were preferred 268 the corresponding periodic-migration likelihood was much lower than the median across 269 simulations, suggesting that optimization had failed to find the global maximum. The top 270 5 periodic migration models accurately estimated population sizes ( Figure S2 ) and the 271 timing of the end of the last migration period, but appeared to have little power to 272 estimate migration rates or the timing of earlier episodes of migration (Figure 7) .
273
For continuous models, best-fit parameter sets were split between two regions of 274 parameter space -high migration and ancient divergence or low migration and recent 275 divergence ( Figure S1 ). Parameters for the high-migration/ancient divergence regime were 276 similar to the continuous-migration models we simulated to generate equivalent (Darwin, 1859; Wagner, 1873; Mayr, 1963; Smith, 1966; Coyne and Orr, 2004; 285 Fitzpatrick et al., 2008; Mallet, 2010) . The inherent limitations of biogeographic definitions 286 of speciation have lead to newer, more precise models, based on underlying processes 287 (Schluter, 2009; Nosil, 2012) and / or the presence or absence of gene flow (Pinho and Hey, (Figure 1; Equations 2 and 6) . By using speciation rates determined by Gavrilets' 297 models of allopatric and parapatric speciation by BDM incompatibilities (Gavrilets et al., 298 1998; Gavrilets, 1999 Gavrilets, , 2003 , we demonstrate that speciation with periodic gene flow can 299 be nearly as likely (i.e., has a similar expected waiting time) as allopatric speciation when 300 an equal amount of time is spent in isolation as exchanging migrants (Figure 4 ). Further, 301 speciation with periodic gene flow remains substantially easier to achieve than speciation 302 with constant migration even when as little as 1% of the total period of divergence is spent 303 in isolation (Figure 4 ). This reflects an important property of our model, which is that 304 total expected waiting time to speciation is equivalent to the harmonic mean of expected 305 waiting times under alternate migration regimes. We thus know the average waiting time 306 to speciation given periodic gene flow will always be less than or equal to its value given 307 constant migration with equivalent effective migration (N m). Intuitively, this application 308 of the harmonic mean mirrors its use in estimating effective population size in the face of 309 recurrent bottlenecks (Vucetich et al., 1997) , and highlights the relationship between 310 effective population size and effective migration rate (4N m). These parameters together 311 shape the time-averaged coalescent rate.
312
As it represents a specialized case of speciation in the face of periodic gene flow, we Hundertmark et al., 2002) . These studies have primarily evaluated a hypothesis of a hypotheses (Hey, 2010; Nosil, 2012; Rougeux et al., 2017) . While these studies have 372 provided much of the recent evidence for speciation with gene flow (Butlin et al., 2008; 373 Jónsson et al., 2013; Filatov et al., 2016; Rougeux et al., 2017) and led Nosil to suggest the 374 process might be common (Nosil, 2008) , they have typically employed a binary approach, 375 contrasting models of either continuous gene flow or long periods of isolation.
376
Our finding that a realistic model of periodic gene flow is distinguishable from an 377 isolation with migration model using these approaches suggests parameter-heavy models 378 can in some circumstances be effectively applied to demographic inference. However 379 finding the global optimum for both continuous-and periodic-migration models required 380 starting many independent optimization runs from random starting parameters. In our 381 analysis running 20 optimizations resulted in selecting the "correct" model in just 72% of 382 simulations and in many cases optimization appeared to have trouble locating a global 383 optimum. In addition, parameter estimates from these models were generally accurate for 384 only the most recent cycle of isolation and migration. When standard IM models are fit to 385 populations that have evolved under periodic migration, picking parameter sets with the 386 highest likelihood tends to overestimate contemporary migration rates and underestimate 387 divergence dates-reflecting dynamics since the end of the last period of migration rather 388 than the full population history.
389
In light of these continued challenges and the reduced time to speciation under 390 periodic gene flow compared to continuous gene flow (Figure 4) , we suggest studies 391 claiming that initial population divergence occurred in the face of gene flow argue for its 392 plausible selective driver rather than relying on imprecise estimates of the timing of 393 migration alone (Strasburg and Rieseberg, 2011) . However, we highlight that many studies 394 that use "speciation with gene flow" apply it broadly, including cases of secondary contact 395 prior to the development of complete reproductive isolation (Rougeux et al., 2017) . While 396 we remain agnostic to its appropriate context, this ambiguity seems to be a continuation of Complexity in speciation and future directions 399 The advent of affordable genome-wide DNA sequence data for nonmodel organisms 400 and concurrent leaps in theory and computational methods have spurred a renaissance in 401 speciation research (Nielsen and Wakeley, 2001; Fitzpatrick et al., 2008; Mallet, 2008; 402 Nosil, 2008; Rougeux et al., 2017) . This new work has transformed our understanding of 403 speciation, suggesting it is profoundly shaped by selection and frequently characterized by 404 extensive introgression between diverging lineages (Mallet, 2008; Cui et al., 2013; Toews 405 et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2017) . Our study highlights another dimension of complexity in 406 speciation theory and research, and indicate temporal heterogeneity in rates of gene flow 407 deserves increased scrutiny.
408
Beyond the findings reported in this paper, we believe several aspects of speciation 
